Additional Facilities for Producing Fine Chemicals and Special Reagents for Laboratories

The chemical manufacturing facilities recently established by Eimer & Amend at Edgewater, N. J. supplement those operated at its Greenwich Street Plant. This increased manufacturing capacity, together with the large and comprehensive stocks on hand, enables E. and A. to meet the growing needs of America's laboratories for analytical reagents and special chemicals.

Eimer and Amend Chemicals are Available along with Laboratory Supplies from:

Manufacturers—Distributors

**FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO.**
717 Forbes St., Pittsburgh (19), Pa.
2109 Locust St., St. Louis (3), Mo.

**EIMER AND AMEND**
Greenwich and Morton Streets
New York (14), New York

Headquarters for Laboratory Supplies

*Science: published weekly by The Science Press, Lancaster, Pa.*
*Entered as second-class matter July 18, 1923 at the Post Office at Lancaster, Pa., under the Act of March 3, 1879.*
Bacto-Agar

Bacto-Agar is a purified Agar prepared from domestic material. In the manufacture of Bacto-Agar extraneous matter, pigmented portions, and salts are reduced to a minimum, so that the finished product in the form of fine granules will dissolve rapidly, giving clear solutions.

Bacto-Agar is distributed only for use in bacteriological culture media upon proper certification by the purchaser.

Bacto-Asparagine

Bacto-Asparagine is a purified amino acid widely used in synthetic culture media and in the preparation of tuberculin.

Specify "DIFCO"

THE TRADE NAME OF THE PIONEERS
In the Research and Development of Bacto-Peptone and Dehydrated Culture Media.

DIFCO LABORATORIES INCORPORATED
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Exposure Determination in Photomicrography

by direct light measurement in plane of image

PHOTOVOLT Electronic Photometer MOD. 512

Also suitable for spectrophotometry, densitometry of spectrographs and X-ray diffracting negatives, measurement of luminescence and fluorescence, ultraviolet radiation and absorption.

Now available with interchangeable search units, for infra-red, visible, ultraviolet as far as 200 millimicrons.

Write for literature

PHOTOVOLT CORP.

95 Madison Ave. New York 16, N. Y.
This 32-page, illustrated brochure, containing up-to-date and comprehensive information on the clinical use of Penicillin, will be sent to you on request.

The discovery, production, and clinical evaluation of Penicillin constitute a signal advance in medicine's relentless warfare against disease.

Thoroughgoing experience and established leadership in organic research, development, and production have been determining factors in the achievement of large-scale Penicillin production by Merck & Co., Inc.

Penicillin Merck meets the recognized high standard of quality established for all Merck products. It is subjected to repeated tests and control procedures throughout every step of the production process, and the finished product is assayed, tested, and approved under rigid standards established by the Food and Drug Administration and by the Merck Analytical Laboratories.

As one of the pioneer manufacturers of this vital chemotherapeutic agent, Merck & Co., Inc. will continue to expand production, with the objective of supplying adequate quantities of Penicillin for all civilian medical needs, in addition to fulfilling the requirements of our Armed Forces.
The Cenco-Leco Carbon Determinator enables war plants to determine carbon in ferrous and non-ferrous metals with great speed, accuracy and utmost simplicity. A complete determination can be made within two or three minutes with an accuracy well within the tolerances of ordinary methods. The entire procedure is essentially mechanical and is easily understood by the layman. Excellent for rapidly determining carbon contamination in catalysts used in the manufacture of high-octane gasoline.

The complete apparatus, catalogued as No. 26170, consists of a pipette, burette, burette illuminator, and side-arm leveling bottle mounted on a heavy iron base, attractively finished. An improved pipette provides for rapid and efficient absorption with only one passage of gas. The new pear-shaped, rapid burette is calibrated for one gram samples from 0 to \(\frac{1}{2}\)%, for \(\frac{1}{2}\) gram samples from 0 to 6% carbon. As described, with thermometer. $189.50

THE CENCO-LECO COMBUSTION FURNACE is designed specially for all high temperature combustions. It features efficiency in insulation and fast heating, and is particularly adapted for the Cenco-Leco Carbon and the Leco Sulphur Determinators.

Write for Metallurgical Bulletin 78 describing new and specialized instruments for rapid analyses of metals and alloys.

CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC COMPANY

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS LABORATORY APPARATUS

NEW YORK TORONTO CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
CRYSTALLINE BIOTIN

For Microbiological Assay and Research

- Standardized solutions of crystalline biotin for microbiological assay procedures are available in following quantities:

  1 ml. ampuls—25 micrograms  1.00 each . . . 7.50 dozen

Since crystalline biotin is now more readily available, the special SMACO biotin concentrates will be discontinued when present supplies are exhausted.

For further information, write

GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC. • CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO

DIVISION WYETH INCORPORATED
A.H.T. CO. SPECIFICATION

SUPPORTS WITH PORCELAIN BASE
AND ROD OF ALUMINUM ALLOY WITH ALUMILITE FINISH

SUPPORTS, COORS PORCELAIN BASE, A.H.T. Co. Specification. With base of solid Coors porcelain, glazed except on bottom surface, and rod of aluminum alloy with Alumilite finish, each provided with four white rubber feet.

Coors porcelain was chosen because of its superiority in color, in resistance to heat and mechanical shock, and in stability toward reagents in common laboratory use, and because of the ease with which it can be kept clean. These supports were designed especially for use in Micro Chemistry and in Research laboratories, but are recommended for a variety of other work where non-corrosion, cleanliness and permanent fine appearance are desirable.

9339-A. Supports, Rectangular Base, A.H.T. Co. Specification, as above described, with ½-inch diameter rod at side as shown.
Size of base, inches ................................................. 5 x 7 5 x 7 6 ½ x 8 ½
Height of rod, inches .................................................... 12 20 24
Each ....................................................................... 3.45 3.50 4.10

9340-A. Ditto, but with base 14 inches wide x 7 inches deep and with rod 24 inches high x ½-inch diameter at middle rear; for two burettes.
Size of base, inches ......................................................... 8 x 12 11 ½ x 17
Height of rod, inches ....................................................... 20 24
Each ....................................................................... 3.75 3.85

9341-H. Supports, Horseshoe Base, A.H.T. Co. Specification, as above described. This type base, with 4% inches clearance between feet, permits the placing of beakers, etc., directly on the table surface in juxtaposition to the ½-inch diameter rod.
Overall size of base, inches ............................................ 7 x 6 ¼ 9 ½ x 7 ¾
Height of rod, inches ....................................................... 20 24
Each ....................................................................... 3.75 3.85

9341-K. Supports, Quadruple Base, A.H.T. Co. Specification. A stable base for heavy assemblies, which permits the placing of beakers, etc., directly on the table. Base 1¼ inches thick, with rod ½-inch diameter.
Overall size of base, inches ............................................ 8 x 8 10 x 10 12 x 12
Height of rod, inches ....................................................... 20 24 30
Each ....................................................................... 4.00 4.75 6.00

9341-L. Support, Circular Base, A.H.T. Co. Specification, with circular base 4 5/16 inches diameter and with rod 12 inches high x ½-inch diameter ......................................................... 1.75

10% discount in lots of 10, one size only.

ARTHUR H. THOMAS COMPANY
RETAIL—WHOLESALE—EXPORT
LABORATORY APPARATUS AND REAGENTS
WEST WASHINGTON SQUARE PHILADELPHIA 5, U. S. A.
Cable Address, BALANCE, Philadelphia
MEASURING pH WITH GLASS ELECTRODES?

Here at $160, Is Our Indicator Which Sets New Standards of Speed and Convenience

Although simplified and stripped to essentials for low cost and easy, rapid operation, L&N's Glass-Electrode pH Indicator has a limit of error of only ±0.1 pH. Measurements are made by simply pouring the sample into the beaker and reading pH directly.

Outstanding advantages include:
1. Full accuracy in atmospheres of 95% relative humidity up to 30 C.
3. Instrument is adequately shielded from electrical disturbances.
4. The double range, covering 0-8 and 6-14 pH, provides a convenient overlap of 2 pH: a desirable feature for titrations.
5. The calibrated scale is longer than in any comparable pH indicator.
6. The mahogany case stands severe use; is not affected by high humidity.
7. Dry cells have their own compartment; can't corrode wiring, etc.
8. A whole end of the box swings out, leaving the electrodes and sample holder easily accessible.
9. Factory filled and sealed electrodes are highly stable.
10. Sample cup is a 50 ml beaker.
11. Fifteen-inch shielded leads permit electrodes to be used outside the case, for titration as well as pH.
12. Only 3 simple preliminary adjustments are necessary. Each is independent of the other.
13. Maintenance is negligible, consisting of adding KCl to the reference electrode salt bridge every 6 or 8 weeks, cleaning the electrodes occasionally, and replacing batteries at infrequent intervals.

This Indicator is moderately priced for quality at $160.00. It comes complete with everything necessary for pH measurements.

Full details in Catalog E-96(2)

LEEDS & NORTHRUP COMPANY, 4926 STENTON AVE., PHILA. 44, PA.

LEEDS & NORTHRUP
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS · TELEMETERS · AUTOMATIC CONTROLS · HEAT-TREATING FURNACES
THE B&L MODEL BA MICROSCOPE is the standard basic model for general laboratory use in Biology, Bacteriology, Medicine, Education and a score of other fields. Because of the wide variety of accessories available, it can be readily adapted to many regular and specialized uses.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER 2, N.Y.

EST. 1853
VITAMINS IN OUR FOOD

By Professor A. E. MURNEEK
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

My appearance on this program, I wish to assure you, is not of my choice. I am the object of a well-established punishment to those who have been "honored" due to previous servitude and an annual or perennial display of the older folks for the amusement or encouragement of the younger generation.

The particular subject, however, is of my selection in order to fit into the general program of "Nutrition—Some Current Views." Vitamins must have gained an alarming popularity, when a non-specialist, like myself, desires to discuss them before a group of assorted specialists. Plants and vitamins, however, are so closely linked that, as a horticulturist and plant physiologist, I, too, have been obliged to deal with them more intimately—the "little things" in nutrition that now count so much. If in this discussion I may be unduly critical, kindly forgive me by ascribing it to no greater fault than that due to emotional simplification, personal prejudice or perchance conservatism come with age. In agreement with Thorstein Veblen, I do not wish to criticize but merely to understand. If disparagement is involved in this quest for certainty, I hope for your graciousness.

DEMONSTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF VITAMINS

According to an older definition, a vitamin is a catalytic substance indispensable in animal or human nutrition. It can not be synthesized in their organisms but must be obtained from plants. Now we know that all plants, likewise, require certain vitamins and that many of them are heterotropic, must obtain their vitamins from an external source. This certainly is